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Abstract
Unlike traditional (hybrid) Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), end-to-end ASR systems simplify the training proce-
dure by directly mapping acoustic features to sequences of
graphemes or characters, thereby eliminating the need for spe-
cialized acoustic, language, or pronunciation models. However,
one drawback of end-to-end ASR systems is that they require
more training data than conventional ASR systems to achieve
similar word error rate (WER). This makes it difficult to de-
velop ASR systems for tasks where transcribed target data is
limited such as developing ASR for Second Language (L2)
speakers of Swedish. Nonetheless, recent advancements in self-
supervised acoustic learning, manifested in wav2vec models
[1, 2, 3], leverage the available untranscribed speech data to
provide compact acoustic representation that can achieve low
WER when incorporated in end-to-end systems. To this end,
we experiment with several monolingual and cross-lingual self-
supervised acoustic models to develop end-to-end ASR system
for L2 Swedish. Even though our test is very small, it indicates
that these systems are competitive in performance with tradi-
tional ASR pipeline. Our best model seems to reduce the WER
by 7% relative to our traditional ASR baseline trained on the
same target data.
Index Terms: Self-supervised, End-to-End L2 ASR, Non-
native ASR
1. Introduction
Current state-of-the-art automatic speech recognition systems
(ASR) have achieved impeccable performance that matches
that of human transcribers in some tasks [4, 5, 6]. However,
their performance deteriorates significantly when applied to
the speech of non-native speakers and second language (L2)
learners [7, 8] due to issues related to word mispronuncia-
tion, ungrammaticality, and disfluency [9, 10]. In the context
of computer-assisted speaking assessment, developing a high-
performant ASR system is crucial, and in order to build highly
accurate ASR systems, a large amount of transcribed speech
data should be available. While this might not be an issue for
languages with high numbers of language learners such as En-
glish and Spanish, it is certainly a challenge for languages with
fewer learners such as Swedish and Finnish.
Due to data scarcity, low resource L2-ASR systems are
usually developed using a traditional ASR pipeline in which
customized engineering solutions applied to each stage in the
pipeline in order to improvement performance. For example, in
pronunciation modeling, each lexical item has multiple pronun-
ciations in order to accommodate L2 speakers’ mispronuncia-
tion of words. In some cases, customized solutions to pronun-
ciation and language modeling are either difficult to implement,
requiring specialized linguistic expertise, or cost-ineffective.
Therefore, developing end-to-end L2-ASR systems that do not
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require separate pronunciation or external language modeling
is highly desirable, yet prohibitive because end-to-end systems
require large amount of transcribed data.
On the other hand, self-supervised learning has emerged
as an effective technique for settings where labeled target data
is scarce. The key idea is to learn general representations in
a setup where substantial amounts of unlabeled source data
are available and thereby leveraging them to improve the per-
formance on a downstream target task for which the amount
of labeled data is limited. This is particularly interesting for
tasks where substantial effort is required to obtain labeled data,
such as speech recognition. In computer vision, representations
for ImageNet have proven to be useful to initialize models for
tasks such as image captioning or pose estimation. Unsuper-
vised pre-training for computer vision has also shown promise.
In NLP, self-supervised pre-trained language models improved
many tasks such as text classification, phrase structure parsing,
and machine translation.
To this end, this paper examines the generalizability of self-
supervised monolingual and cross-lingual pre-trained models to
low resource end-to-end L2-ASR for Swedish. Our contribution
is two-fold. First, to the best of our knowledge we are the first
to develop L2-ASR in a completely end-to-end fashion, without
using an external language model nor pronunciation dictionary.
L2-ASR is typically developed using traditional pipeline ASR
where the custom design of lexicon and language modeling is
required due to L2 data scarcity. Second, we demonstrate that
the self-supervised pre-trained method for speech can adapt to
low resource L2 Swedish using a small amount of fine-tuning
data. Furthermore, we describe a new L2 Finland-Swedish
speech data set collected and prepared at Aalto University and
University of Helsinki.
2. Related Work
Several studies propose different approaches to mitigate the lack
of training data issue in low-resource speech recognition sys-
tem such as data augmentation [11, 12] and cross-lingual trans-
fer learning for acoustic modeling [13]. One approach to im-
prove the performance of L2-ASR is to train a DNN acous-
tic model on a transcribed L1 speech corpus and then adapt
the model by freezing the hidden layers and only update the
output layer with transcribed L2 speech corpus [14]. Another
study, [15], proposes a domain adaption approach involving two
native speech corpora (Japanese and English) for developing
L2-ASR for Japanese learners. The rationale behind the ap-
proach is that features extracted from a model trained jointly
on speakers’ mother-tongue language (Japanese) and target lan-
guage (English) provide richer acoustic characteristics of the
language learners. On a pronunciation level, some approaches
involve creating specialized pronunciation lexicons containing
multiple pronunciations for each lexical item in order to accom-
modate the variations in pronunciation or mispronunciation in
L2 speech [16].
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One prominent work on unsupervised acoustic representa-
tion is wav2vec [1] which aims to represent audio data by solv-
ing context-prediction task in a self-supervised manner with
an objective function similar to that in word2vec [17]. The
model uses an encoder-decoder CNN architecture in which the
encoder produces a representation zi for each time step i and
the decoder combines multiple encoded time steps into a com-
bined learning representation ci for each time step i. Another
work is vq-wav2vec [2] which improves the previous work by
learning quantized representations of audio data using a future
time-step prediction task. The quantization training procedure
brings several advantages among which are (1) significant re-
duction in training time without affecting the performance, and
(2) discretization of audio samples. Results of wav2vec works
show that applying off-the-shelf acoustic vectors pre-trained us-
ing these two methods lead to competing performance in WER
in speech recognition tasks.
Discretization also allows a wide range of language model
techniques such as token-masking, adopted in BERT [18], to be
utilized. For example, implementing a BERT-like pretraining
procedure on a dataset like Librispeech not only generates un-
supervised contextual acoustic representation for English, but
evidence from [19] shows that fine-tuning these vector repre-
sentations for an out-of-domain task is also possible with small
data. In fact, the same study suggests the possibility of having
speech recognition systems trained on a near-zero amount of
transcribed data. A study [20] suggests that weak supervision
is another method that can significantly improve performance.
Using a weakly supervised encoder for CTC fine-tuning can re-
duce WER by 7%. This is later confirmed by wav2vec2.0 [3]
which, with the help of a quantizer and a transformer architec-
ture, takes advantage of the token-masking strategy to provide
vector representation of speech signal. It has also been shown
that such models are even capable of representing cross-lingual
knowledge of human speech [21].
Furthermore, the investigation of these pre-trained vector
representations, in [22], shows that the pre-trained quantized
vector representations of vowel phonemes have locations in la-
tent space similar to those shown in the IPA vowel chart de-
fined by human experts. This means that these latent repre-
sentations are capable of representing speech data phonetically,
and therefore can be used in end-to-end ASR systems as well as
other non-ASR applications such as pronunciation and fluency
assessment.
3. Data
The data used in this work were collected as a part of DigiTala
project [23] which aims to develop automatic tools for the as-
sessment of spoken Finnish and Finland-Swedish languages in
order to reduce the work overload of human raters during the
Finnish national high school matriculation examination. The
Swedish speech data were collected from Finnish high school
students responding to free-form and read-aloud speaking tasks.
The speech data will become available for research via the Lan-
guage Bank of Finland1 after the additional data collection and
human assessments of the oral skill levels are finished by sum-
mer 2021.
In this paper, only the speech samples from the free-form
tasks were used for experiments. This subset (see Table 1) con-
sists of 4777 transcribed recordings with a total duration of 1156
minutes. The samples were collected from 341 students with
1https://www.kielipankki.fi/language-bank/
the speaking skill level varying mostly between A1 and B2 and
answering from 1 to 19 free-form tasks. The total amount of dif-
ferent free-form tasks is 26. The responses were recorded in a
normal classroom setting with several students speaking simul-
taneously, so the speech data include some background noise.
To test the ASR performance, a small set of 57 speech sam-
ples (roughly 10 minutes) from 7 speakers were chosen cover-
ing all tasks except the pair discussion. Due to the small overall
size of the dataset, it was not reasonable to remove all overlap
between speakers and tasks in the train and test sets.
4. Methodology
In this section, we briefly summarize the architecture design of
wav2vec 2.0 model [3] and its pre-training procedure. We also
discuss how the pre-trained model can be fine-tuned and utilized
in an end-to-end ASR pipeline.
4.1. Pre-training
Wav2vec 2.0 uses a convolutional feature encoder f : X 7→ Z
to map raw audio sample X to a sequence of T latent speech
representations z1, . . . , zT . Next, a Transformer network g :
Z 7→ C is used to encode these latent representations into con-
textual representations c1, . . . , cT following a masking strategy
similar to that of BERT language model [18]. Because feature
encoder representations Z are continuous, they need to be dis-
cretized to q1, . . . ,qT with a quantization module Z 7→ Q
before they can be fed to the transformer network.
Wav2vec2 learns latent representation of speech data [3] by
optimizing a combined loss L as a function of a contrastive loss
Lm and a diversity loss Ld weighted by a constant α:
L = Lm + αLd (1)
The contrastive loss, Lm, aims to distinguish the true quan-
tized latent representation q from a set of negative candidates
q̃ ∈ Qt. These negative latent representation are sampled from
other masked time steps. In this case of monolingual models,
the negative candidates are sampled from the same utterance.
However, in a multilingual case, they are sampled from utter-
ances of other languages. The contrastive loss is defined as
Lm = − log
exp (sim (ct,qt))∑
q̃∼Qt exp (sim (ct, q̃))
(2)
where sim denotes the normalized dot product between the
contextual representation c and q.
Negative and positive sample,V , are stored in a code-book,
G, and the goal of the diversity loss is to encourage the model
to use all the entries in the code-book. It does so by maximiz-
ing the entropy H of the averaged softmax distribution over the








After pre-training on a large corpus of unlabelled speech, the
transformer model is fine-tuned on the target (labeled) speech
data by appending a randomly initialized classification layer to
predict the characters or the graphemes. In our experiments, we
have 35 output tokens, one for each letter in the Swedish alpha-
bet in addition to a word boundary token and a few special to-
kens. The feature encoder is not trained during the fine-tuning,
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Task Description No. of Subtasks No. of Responses Duration, min.
General speaking situations 10 1290 216
Image description 6 1513 484
Question answering, short responses 5 1088 131
Question answering, long responses 1 150 40
Question asking 3 735 283
Pair discussion 1 1 2
Smaller training set 25 2287 273.6
Larger training set 25 4442 957.3
Full training set 26 4720 1146.3
Test set 20 57 9.5
Total 26 4777 1156
Table 1: Statistics (number of questions, number of responses, duration in minutes) for each task in the free-form speech subset, as well
as for test and training sets used in this work and in total.
and a masking strategy similar to SpecAugment [24] is applied
to the output of the feature encoder. The model is altogether op-
timized by minimizing a Connectionist Temporal Classification
(CTC) loss using Adam optimizer with adaptive learning rate.
5. Experiments
For the purposes of this paper, we use pre-trained monolingual
and multilingual self-supervised speech models in an end-to-
end ASR pipeline. We also compare the performance in L2-
ASR against traditional ASR trained on the same target data.
The baseline is a chain Kaldi [25] model adapted from a
Tedlium recipe2 to our data. It consists of an acoustic model
(AM) trained on the speech data described in section 3 and a
language model (LM) built from the transcriptions of the train-
ing set. The AM is a Time-delayed Neural Network (TDNN)
acoustic model with Long Short-term Memory (LSTM). There
are 6 TDNN layers of size 512 and 3 LSTM layers of size 512
after every second TDNN layer. The input features are 40-d
high-resolution Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
and 100-dim i-vectors. Volume perturbation and 3-way speed
perturbation are applied during training for augmenting the AM
training data. The LM is a four-gram language model with
Witten-Bell discounting applied.
For the pre-trained models, we use the publicly avail-
able 3,4 Wav2Vec2 models of two model sizes: Base (about
95 million parameters) and Large (up to 317 million parame-
ters). Two of them are monolingual and pre-trained on 4.5K
hours of unlabelled native Swedish speech data of VoxPopuli
dataset (sourced from European Parliament (EP) plenary ses-
sion recordings [26]): a smaller Wav2Vec2 Base model which
we denote as Wav2vec2.0-Swedish-Base, and a larger Wav2Vec2
Large model which we name as Wav2vec2.0-Swedish-Large.
Another two models are multilingual Wav2Vec2 Large models.
The one denoted as Wav2vec2.0-XLSR-Multilingual-Large is
pre-trained on about 56K hours of unlabelled speech from Com-
mon Voice [27], BABEL [28] and Multilingual Librispeech
(MLS) datasets [29], including 3 hours of native Swedish
speech. The latter one, Wav2vec2.0-100K-Multilingual-Large,
is pre-trained on the full 100K-hour VoxPopuli dataset.






phase, speech samples with a duration of more than 11 sec-
onds were removed from the training set, resulting in a smaller
training set (named as Smaller training set in Table 1) with
a total duration reduced from 1146.3 to 273.6 minutes. All
Wav2Vec2 models were first fine-tuned on this set on a single
Tesla V100 GPU for 30-50 epochs. The fine-tuning of each
model takes from 3 to 5 hours, depending on the number of
epochs. Table 2 presents the word error rates (WER) after fine-
tuning the different pre-trained models. With this setup, none
of the Wav2Vec2 models outperforms the conventional TDNN-
LSTM baseline. However, some preliminary results can be ob-
served. First, the relative improvement of the Large architecture
over the Base architecture is 31.6% for the monolingual model.
Second, Large models pre-trained on a bigger amount of native
Swedish speech data outperform the XLSR model where there
are only 3 hours of Swedish speech data included during pre-
training. Third, Wav2vec2.0-100K-Multilingual Large outper-
forms Wav2vec2.0-Swedish-Large with a relative improvement
of 3.77% and is thus chosen for further experiments.
Model No. of Samples Size, min. WER, %
Baseline: TDNN-LSTM+LM 4720 1146.3 17.66
Wav2vec2.0-Swedish-Base 2287 273.6 32.98
Wav2vec2.0-Swedish-Large 2287 273.6 22.55
Wav2vec2.0-XLSR





Table 2: Results of experiments conducted in this work.
Columns represent our developed models as well as the amount
of fine-tuning data used and corresponding WER.
Next, the threshold for the duration of the training sam-
ples was increased up to 30 seconds, resulting in a dataset
(named as Larger training set in Table 1) with a total duration
of 957.3 minutes which is 83.5% of the original training set
used for training the baseline. The model Wav2vec2.0-100K-
Multilingual Large was then fine-tuned on this training set on 5
Tesla V100 GPUs for about 12 hours for 40 epochs. The result-
ing fine-tuned model achieves 16.38% WER, outperforming the
conventional ASR system by 7.25% relative (see Table 2). In
terms of character error rate (CER), the relative improvement to
the baseline is 35.28%: Wav2vec2.0-100K-Multilingual Large
reduced CER from 10.64% to 6.89%. This seems to suggest
that the output produced by this end-to-end ASR is acoustically
much closer to the reference than the output of a traditional ASR
system, which utilizes a language model and (native) pronunci-
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(1) Ref öö vad är din ansigt av kungligen i sverige
Hyp (Baseline) öö vad är din åsikt av sverige
Hyp (Our system) öö vad är din ansikt av kunglingen i sverige
(2) Ref jag tänker att ... på armen först kan kanske i dragsvik ... studera
Hyp (Baseline) jag tycker att ... på armen först kanske idag ... studera
Hyp (Our system) jag tänker att ... på armenförst kan kanskeragvi ... och studera
(3) Ref ööm joensuu är jätte mysig och det är jätte bra
Hyp (Baseline) öö jag är så är jätte mysig och det är jätte bra
Hyp (Our system) öm jag en so är jätte mysik och det är jätte bra
Table 3: A comparison between the decoded output of traditional ASR and our best model (Wav2vec2.0-100K-Multilingual-Large)
along with the ground transcripts.
ation dictionary, even though the WER is only slightly lower.
Because this would be interesting for the L2-ASR task, we will
take a closer look at the actual ASR output in the next section.
6. Analysis of Results
In this section, we investigate some of the outputs of
Wav2vec2.0-100K-Multilingual Large (our best model), and
compare them to the output of the conventional ASR system
(Kaldi). As shown in Table 3, in the first example, it seems
that Kaldi does not recognize ”ansigt” (face) and ”kungli-
gen” (royal) because they both do not appear in the training
dataset. However, our model, interestingly, manages to extrap-
olate words that are not very phonemically far from the ground
truth. For the first word ”ansigt”, our model outputs ”ansikt”
which is one letter or phoneme away from the reference. Sim-
ilarly, the second word ”kungligen” is recognized as ”kunglin-
gen” which again not very far phonemically from the true label.
In example number 2, Kaldi outputs a word ”tycker” different
from the reference while our model correctly outputs the cor-
rect word ”tänker”. While both outputs have similar meaning
(think), the language model in the Kaldi model favors ”tycker”
while our model adheres to the acoustic or phonetic represen-
tation. In this particular example, the speaker did not succeed
to pronounce the word ”kanske” so they repeat the first seg-
ment ”kan” and Kaldi filtered out the disfluency error, while
our model outputs the disfluency error as-is but it failed to out-
put the word ”kanske” because the latter is followed by a proper
noun ”Dragsvik” (a village in Finland).
Another example of where our model decodes partially cor-
rect phonetic outputs is the word ”Joensuu” recognized as ”jag
en so” in sentence no. 3. On the other hand, Kaldi’s hypothesis
”jag är så” (I am so...) is grammatically correct because of the
LM but the middle segment ”är” is still phonetically different
from that of the reference word.
Based on these observations and the WER and CER re-
sults in the previous section, we believe that the Wav2vec2.0-
100K Multilingual model has learned to encode a useful univer-
sal phonemic representation that allows it to be used for cross-
lingual transfer learning even for settings like ours where the
data is very limited. This is suggested by the studies we sur-
veyed and confirmed by the results of our experiments. There-
fore, we find that this research direction is promising in the con-
text of low resource L2 ASR as it reduces the engineering ef-
forts required to design specialized pronunciation lexicons or
language models.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the use of monolingual and cross-
lingual pre-trained acoustic models in an end-to-end ASR sys-
tem for second language learners of Swedish. Our experiments
show that models pre-trained on large size of untranscribed L1
Swedish speech data give a competitive performance to that
of traditional ASR system without the need for customized
modeling of language or pronunciation. Furthermore, mod-
els pre-trained on a large amount of multilingual untranscribed
speech data outperform the traditional system using a reason-
able amount of transcribed data. In our analysis of decoded
outputs, our best model managed to correctly decode words
that do not appear in the training dataset whereas the traditional
ASR system failed to decode out-of-training words. We also
noticed that our E2E-L2-ASR decodes morphemes or segments
of words resultant from speaker’s disfluency or mispronunci-
ation. While this can be easily remedied by an external lan-
guage model, it proves that these self-supervised models pro-
vide strong representation of phonemes. Regardless of the re-
sults we achieve, it is premature to indicate how effective or ro-
bust self-supervised E2E-L2-ASR systems are. Thus, our future
work would include experiments on L2 Finnish ASR in addition
to conducting thorough analysis of the hidden, latent represen-
tations that Wav2vec2 models encode during the learning.
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